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ABSTRACT 

The author examined in his ITC7 paper the effect of 
relaxation of probability axioms, whereby the additiv
ity would not hold. 

An examination of uncertainty problems shows that a 
realization, which is in strict sense fixed before and 
after its observation, must satisfy the logical con
straints of inclusion and dichotomy. Certain sub
structures of a Boolean lattice, called filters and 
intervals, are compatible with these constraints, i.e., 
sets belonging to such classes satisfy both inclusion 
and dichotomy. A probability measure must always be 
defined with respect to a Boolean algebra. When its 
domain of definition is reduced to filters and intervals, 
then the resulting restriction of a probability measure 
no longer satisfies the probability axioms, and its 
additivity is replaced by partial ordering. 

The simple M/M/l queueing model problem is examined 
using the uncertainty theoretic approach as the main 
topic of this paper. Instead of using the balancing 
equation of birth and death process model, the queue 
size sequences are directly analyzed. This elementary 
approach is consistent with the theory and yields 
results which are in agreement with observations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the ITC7 paper (1973) the author examined the effect 
of relaxation of probability axioms on queueing model 
problems. The motivation behind was that (i) there will 
be only a single queueing sequence of time dependent 
phenomenon observable in a given service system, (ii) the 
uncertainty of a single sequence may be different from 
the properties of an ensemble of sequences, and (iii) the 
additivity of relative frequencies defined with respect 
to subensembles of sequences may not be applicable to .a 
single sequence . 

In this paper the author first introduces the basic 
logical development of a new theory of uncertainty, and 
states the essential results which lead to the investi
gation of restrictions of a probability measure on 
smaller classes of sets than Boolean algebra. If a 
realization is treated fixed before and after its obser
vation, then it must satisfy elementary logical rules 
of two-values logic, namely in this case the inclusion 
and dichotomy rules. Substructures of a Boolean lattice, 
called filter and interval, can be shown to be consistent 
with these rules. By definition a probability measure 
must always be defined with respect to a Boolean 
algebra. When the domain of definition is reduced from 
a Boolean algebra to a filter or an interval, the 
restriction of a probability measure can no longer have 
the same properties as given in the original set of 
axioms, and the additivity is replaced by a weaker 
partial ordering axiom. This is exactly what was pro
posed earlier in the ITC7 paper. 

The main subject of this paper is the examination of 
queue size fluctuation of a given M/M/l system as a time 
dependent sequence. The apparent incompatibility of 
known results of birth and death process model with the 
observed large values of variance of queue size during 
congestion period, cf. concluding remarks of ITC7, can 
be explained by the uncertainty theoretic model analysis. 

lTea 

The results obtained herein are elementary, and yet are 
consistent with observations as required. 

2. HOW TO FORMULATE AN UNCERTAINTY MODEL 

The next two sections are devoted to a brief exposition 
of a proposed theory of uncertainty, that the author 
has been developing. Those readers who are not 
interested in logical development can directly go to 
Section 4 and proceed to examine the main findings of 
this paper. 

Consider a probability model specified by (n,~, P). 
In usual practice peA), AE~, represents the relative 
frequency of observing those w's belonging to A when 
w's are selected infinitely often from n with replace
ment. When a single realization, i.e., an w, is to be 
observed, this relative frequency concept gets into 
logical difficulties, because in strict sense a real
ization must be treated as a fixed element in n which 
should be unaffected by observation. Note that in 
usual practice a realization is considered random prior 
to observation, and that the randomness is lost after 
observation. (The loss of randomness implies the con
sequential assignment of 0-1 probability after the fact.) 
This practice is unfortunately unrealistic and leaves 
many questions unanswered. 

The proposed uncertainty theoretical approach deviates 
from this considerably. Suppose an w is given in n. 
Then the field ~ is divided into disjoint classes of 
sets those containing the w, denoted ~l(w), and those 

not containing the w, denoted ~o(w), viz. 

~l (w) 

where IA(w) = 1 if WEA or 0 if wtA. 

The rules of inclusion and dichotomy are identified by 

Inclusion - If WEX, XE~l(w), then all the Z, XC Z, 

belong to ~l(w). 

Dichotomy - If WEX, XE~l(w),; then all the Y's, 

YE~(W)' do not contain the w. 

These two rules form the basic logical cons taints of a 
realization. 

Since a fixed r~alization W* must satisfy the above con
straints, the creadibility that as yet unobserved w* 
is among the candidate w's specified in a set X, A ex, 
A~~, can no longer be represented adequately by the 
original probability P(X). Note that P is assigned not 
only to those Z's containing the X, but also to those 
Y's not containing the w's in X. Such Y's are contained 
in the complement A' of A in n, and they should be 
excluded from consideration for assigning the stated 
creadibility due to Dichotomy. 
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In this paper a model treating a single as yet 
unobserved fixed realization and its uncertainty is 
called an uncertainty model, while a model treating 
relative frequency of infinitely many realizations 
shall be called a probability model. 

The given field Jt can be transformed into a Boolean 
lattice by defining the partial ordering (~ in terms 
of set inclusion (C). The obtained Boolean lattice 
has maximal elements of n and ~, and also has atoms 
wi ' i=1,2, ... , if n is countable. The concept of 

filter and interval can be defined easily using the 
partial ordering. The filter and ideal generated from 
A, denoted [A]t and [A]~, satisfy 

[A]t {XIA £ xc;.n} and [A]~ = {YI~ ~ Y SA}. 

The interval between A and B is defined by 

[A,B] {XIA£ X S B} [A]tn[B]~. 

Without proof, we shall quote 

Theorem 1. If C,EE[A,B], A # ~, then CnD E[A,B] and 
C' n Dt[A,B] or C' n D£[A']~. 

Corollary 2. If CE[A,B], A # ~, then C'i[A,B] (Dichotomy) ~ 

Thus both the filter, [A]t, and the interval, [A,B], for 
A # $ can be used as the substructures of a Boolean 
lattice compatible with inclusion and dichotomy. 

Consider a set C, A C CC n, of candidate w's for a 
realization in [A]t.- The filter [A]t is common to all 
the filters [{wi}]t, wiEA. As C becomes larger as a 

subset of n, the creadibility that a realization is 
among the candidate w's in C increases. Thus we can 
treat a restriction v of P on [A]t as the creadibility 
function. (A restriction of a function is defined only 
on a subdomain of the original domain of definition and 
is not defined elsewhere.) 

Theorem 3. If Ci , i=1,2, ... , satisfy U Ci = B, 

Ci E[A,B], A # ~, then the restriction v of P on [A,B] 

satisfying 

does not form an outer measure with respect to the (a-) 
field generated from the subsets of B. 

Corollary 4. The restriction v of P on [A,B] is non
additive and satisfies 0 ~ veAl ~ veX) ~ v(B) < 1 
for A < X < B. 

The above non-additivity of v was exactly the postula
tion made in the previous ITC7 paper. 

3. MULTICHOTOMY SITUATION 

Consider a partition {Ai ;i=1,2, ... ,N, or ad inf}, where 

UA. n, A. n A. = ~ for i # j. If a single realiza-
1 1 J 

tion W is observed in n, the W satisfies weA. for some 
J 

j, but this implies wi~, h # j (Multichotomy). The 

intervals [E.,A . ] are disjoint, Le. [E.,A.] n [E.,A.] 
1 1 1 1 J J 

= ~ for i 1 j. We postulate that unions of [Ei,Ai]'s 
are not relevant to the uncertainty model under multi
chotomy rule. 
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Proposition S. If w is a single as yet unobserved 
fixed realization to which the multichotomy rule 
applies, then the restrictions vi of P on [Ei,Ai ] are 

non-additive with respect to Ai's. 

Consider a probability model defined in (n l x n2, 

~l x ~2'P) from which the credibility function for 

a realization of w2 in n2 must be assessed either 

jointly with or conditionally given that wl is in a set 

Di of a partition {Di ;i=1,2, •. } defined in nl . Let A 

denote an arbitrary non-empty set in n2. Then the 

conditional and joint probability functions p(eIWIEDl) 

and p(e,e) are defined from P. 

Corollary 6. If (wl ,w2) is an as yet unobserved 

realization in nl x n2, and if {Di ;i=1,2, ... } is a 

partition in nI' then the restrictions vi of P(Di ), 

p(eIWIEDi)' p(e,e) on [A]t x Di denoted 

vi(Di ) 

vi(ClwlEDi ) 

vi(C n Di ) = vi(Di ) vi(ClwlEDi ) 

respectively are non-additive with respect to Di's. 

4. ABOUT BIRTH-AND-DEATH PROCESS MODELS 

The balancing equation of a birth-and-death process 
with parameters A, ~, 

Pn(t+h) =~(l-(A+~)h)Pn(t)+AhPn_l(t)+~hPn+l(t) if n>l. 
l(l-~h)Po(t) + ~hPl(t) if n:O (4.1) 

for sufficiently small h>O was initially developed for 
the purpose of mode ling the number of living cells in 
a culture, cf. Bartlett (19SS), but has since been used 
to model an M/M/l system, cf. Saaty (1961), Cooper 
(1972), etc. 

Let x denote a realization in a partition, {A,D,Z'}, 
where A denotes an arrival, D denotes a departure, 
and Z denotes no change over a particular time interval 
of (t,t+h) of a particular service system. The credi
bility function is defined for an as yet unobserved x 
to be in anyone of A, D, or Z by 

Ah 

llh (4.2) 

v A (A) 

VD(D) 

V z (Z) 1 - (A+ll)h. 

It is interesting to represent the multichotomy on the 
partition {A,D,Z} in a lattice form. The lattice L 
formed by L = {$,A,D,Z,n} is non-complemented and non
distributive as shown in Figure 1. This makes a 

A 

Figure 1. Lattice L Figure 2. Boolean Lattice B3 

strong contrast with a Boolean lattice B3 with three 

atoms as shown in Figure 2. Obviously no probability 
measure can be assigned to the lattice L. This 
suggests that at most a restriction of a P on 83 can 
be considered for the' lattice L as described in (4.2). 
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Let (n,t) denote a realization that the queue size is 
n at time t. The joint credibility function for an x 
and (n,t) is obtained as 

v(A.(n.t+h)) 

v(D.(n.t+h)) 

v(Z, (n, t+h)) 

VA(A) v((n-l,t)) 

vD(D) v( (n+l, t)) 

vZ(Z) v((n,t)). 

(4.3) 

Note that they are non-additive by Corollary 6 with 
respect to the partition {A,D,Zl. Thus (4.1) does not hold 
for a realization (x.(n,t)) over a particular time 
interval [t,t+h). This is consistent with the following 
intuitive assessment of the model problem. If the 
activity of a particular service system is observed as 
recorded using a clock timing, then only a sequence of 
the realizations, {(x,(n,t))l. can be observed as the 
time t progresses. By definition a sequence of reali
zations is also a realization, and therefore its 
uncertainty, rather than the properties of a collection 
of sequences. must be modeled and analyzed. Apparently 
the birth-and-death process model fails in this respect. 
The same problem was analyzed slightly differently from 
the aspect of conditional subensembles of realizable 
queue size sequences in Mizuki (1965) for an M/M/l and 
an M/G/l model. 

5. AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL 

In view of the fact that the observable sequence of 
realizations. {(x.(n.t))l, must be treated using the 
uncertainty theoretical approach, and that (4.1) is not 
usable as an M/M/l model, a simple alternative model 
was constructed. 

Let (xl •... ,xn) denote a sequence of n realizations of 

xi = -1, O. or 1 according to the realization of an x 

in A, D, or Z respectively over [ti_l,ti ). ti = ti_l+h. 

i=l, ...• n, for a chosen value of sufficiently small 
h>O. If yO denotes the initial queue size at to 

satisfying yO > n for some positive integer n, then 

Yn = yO + EXi denotes the queue size realized at 

tn = to + nh. It is necessary to construct a proba

bility model before the uncertainty model for the Yn 

can be derived. The basic probability model for the 
r.v. un Yn - yO is a multinomial distribution with 

Pa Ah. Pd = ~h, and Pz = l-(A+~)h. (5.1) 

Let r, s, and n-r-s denote the total realized numbers 
of A's, D's, and Z's in n successive realizations over 
[to.tn). The multinomial distribution of r, s, and 

n-r-s is given by 

Prob(r.s,n-r-s) = (n) (n-r) pr ps pn-r-s 
r sad z (5.2) 

Using the factorial notation of r(k) = r(r-l) .•• (r-k+l), 

the joint factorial moment of r(k) and s(m) is given by 

n n-s 
E E (n)(n-r) r s n-r-s (5 3) 

s=O r=O r(k)s(m) r s PaPdPz . 

k m 
Pa Pd nl 
(n-k-m) ! 

ITC8 

In particular by setting k=l, m=O, and k=O, m=l, we get 

E(r) = nPa E(s) = nPd (5.4) 

and therefore we obtain 

(5.5) 

To compute E(U~) and the variance of un' we need 

E(r2) 2 
n(n-l)Pa + nPa 

E(s2) 2 (5.6) n(n-l)Pd + nPd 

E(rs) = n(n-l)PaPd· 

From (5.6) we can derive 

(5.8) 

The third and fourth moments of un are somewhat com

plicated to compute, but the results are 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

and 

(5.12) 

The above four moments can be used to determine the 
empirical probability distribution of un for the given 

values of Pa and Pd. Eq (5.5) states that the 

expectation of net increase of queue size over 
[to' t

n
) is given by the difference of the expected 
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number of arrivals and the expected number of departures 
as we expect. However, both the mean and the variance 
of un as given in (5.5) and (5.8) are different from 

what we know of the steady state solution of (4.1). 
The steady state solution for the un for n+OO is time 

invariant as shown in Morse (1958) p.18 and take on 
the values 

and 

p«l 
p+l 
p»l 

p«l 
p+l 
p»l 

for an infinite queueing system. The fact that Var(u ) 
of (5.8) is a multiple of n implies that the variancen 

of un increases monotonically as n increases. This 

problem is investigated in more detail in the next 
section. 

6. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF un 

The properties of E(un) and Var(un) given in (5.5) and 

(5.8) are further examined in this section. Using the 
original definition of Pa and Pd 

nh(>'-l.I) (6.1) 

(6.2) 

If the second term of the right hand side of (6.2) is 
ignored, then the r.v. un can be thought of the dif-

ference of two independent Poisson variables with the 
means >.nh and l.Inh. By choosing the initial queue size 
yO at to to satisfy YO>n, we have maintained Yn>O in 

our multinomial model. Since the queue size never 
reaches zero between to and t n• we can compute the 

total arrivals and total departures as Poisson variables. 
Let rand s be two Poisson variables with 

Per) r=0,1,2, ..• (6.Ja) 

P (s) s=0,1,2, •.. (6.3b) 

The distribution of the difference u 
by 

r-s is then given 

P(u) e-(A+l.I)nh L 
>.k l-u (nh)2k 

if u~O, (6.4) 
k=u k! (k-u) ! 

e-(>'+l.I)nh L 
>.k+u / (nh)2k 

if u<O. 
k=lul kl (k+u) I 

A treatment of the difference of Poisson variables 
appear in Champernowne (1956), pp. 96-98 of Saaty 
(1961). However, a crucial deviation is observed in 
Eq(4.44), p.98 of Saaty. in which the unconditional 
distribution of FtCq) is obtained. In our uncertainty 

model, the same operation is not permitted by Corollary 
6. 
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In the time dependent M/M/l model due to Clarke (1956), 
pp. 101-104 of Saaty, loco cit., the mean and the 
variance of the un are given by; if p>l, 

E(un) nh(>'-l.I) (6.5) 

Var(un) nh(>'+l.I) 

and if p 1 

E(un) 2/nh/lT (6.6) 

Var(un) ~ 2nh(1 - ~). 
IT 

Note that the case p>l of (6.5) agrees with (6.1) and 
(6.2), but the same is not true for the case p=l. 
When the solutions for p=l given in (6.6) are compared 
to those of (6.5), sudden discontinuity is expected to 
occur at p=l. The equations (6.1) and (6.2) do not 
possess such discontinuities at p=l. 

A quick approximation to (6.1) and (6.2) can be obtained 
from binomial distributions. Let r, s denote two 
independently distributed binomial variables with the 
respective probabilities of success >.h and l.Ih. Then 

E(r-s) nh(A-l.I) (6.7) 

Var(r-s) 

thus yielding a good agreement with (6.1) and (6.2). 

7. SlJt.t.tARY AND COMMENTS 

In an uncertainty model formulation as we developed in 
this paper we have to reject the use of the additivity 
axiom, and therefore we cannot make use of the balancing 
equation of (4.1). In a practical situation this happens 
when we observe the queueing phenomenon of a particular 
service system and record its activities as a time 
dependent sequence. As a model we can construct a 
simulated sequence, (xl, ... ,xn), according to the 

specification of a multinomial distribution of (5.2) 
and examine the uncertainty of the queue size 

n 
Yn = yO + Li=l xi under yO > n. The results obtained 

here are consistent with the equation (11) of Cox (1961) 
p. 66. Unfortunately the multinomial model cannot be 
extended to cover the situation of yO 2 n, where the 

modeling of queueing ·phenomenon is most wanted. However, 
the assumption of yO > n does not hamper the applicability 

of the model analyzing the short term queue size 
fluctuation over [to' t n), because n can be chosen 
according to the need and the value of yO. The variance 

of un as a linear function of nh clearly indicates that 

the variance of Yn as well as the p.d. of Yn will 

neither stabilize nor converge. 
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